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ABSTRACT

ARTICLE HISTORY

Plastic deformation and fracture behavior of Cu/V nanoscale metallic multilayers (NMMs) were
systematically investigated through in situ transmission electron microscopy testing. Two different
types of interfaces: sharp interfaces and interfacial transition zones (ITZs), formed in the as-fabricated
Cu/V NMMs. Upon deformation, sharp interfaces and ITZs exert distinct influences on the fracture
behavior of Cu/V NMMs. Sharp interfaces can impede the crack propagation by deflecting the crack
propagation and blunting the crack tip, while the ITZs can induce microcracks and facilitate the
fracture process. These findings shed light on the important roles of interface structures in the
deformation of a broad class of NMMs.
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IMPACT STATEMENT

In situ nanomechanical testing reveals critical roles of interface structures on the fracture of Cu/V
NMMs, where sharp interfaces imped and deflect cracks but interfacial transition zones facilitate
the fracture greatly.

1. Introduction
Nanoscale metallic multilayers (NMMs) possess
enhanced structural stability, mechanical properties and
radiation tolerance, which have important applications
under extreme conditions [1–3]. It is well-established
that these outstanding properties of NMMs originate
from high density of interfaces, which act as practical
sites for nucleation and annihilation of crystal defects,
as well as the barriers for dislocation motion [1,3].
For NMMs composed of two immiscible metals (e.g.
Cu/Nb, Cu/Ta and Cu/V), they usually possess atomically ordered and chemically sharp interfaces disregarding fabrication methods (e.g. physical vapor deposition
(PVD), electron beam evaporation and accumulative roll

bonding (ARB)) [2,4,5]. Nevertheless, the fabrications
based on severe plastic deformation like ARB may cause
intermixing of two immiscible metals at interfaces due
to mechanical alloying [6,7]. For instance, deformationinduced interfacial transition zones (ITZs) were observed
in Cu/V multilayers fabricated by cross ARB method
(CARB) [8], which were identified to be deformationinduced supersaturated solid solutions. Due to the difference in the composition and phase structure of ITZs
from adjacent layers, they may significantly influence
the mechanical responses of NMMs. Past decades have
witnessed remarkable progresses in improving the crack
resistance of materials via tailoring lamellar structures.
Lots of works have focused on understanding the effects
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of interface structure and length scale on the mechanical properties of NMMs [9,10]. For example, hierarchical and laminated structures of human bones were
reported to be effective in hampering the crack propagation [11,12]; NMMs with tunable layer thickness (h) and
modulation ratio (η = hx /hCu ) are of increasing significance in academic researches and industrial applications
[13,14]. Yet, few attentions were paid to the influence
of uncommon interfacial transition zones that widely
existed in the NMMs.
In this study, we investigated the effects of interface
structures on the deformation and fracture of CARBed
Cu/V NMMs using the state-of-the-art in situ transmission electron microscopy (TEM) mechanical testing.
It shows that the sharp interfaces and ITZs exert different influences on the fracture behavior. Specifically,
crack transmits across the layers where the interfaces possess atomistic sharp structure, while microcracks occur
between ITZs and Cu lamella, facilitating the fracture.
The formation of the microcracks can be attributed to
three factors: (1) slip discontinuity induced deformation
incompatibility; (2) weak bonding strength between Cu
and ITZ; (3) dislocation-interface interaction.

2. Experimental methods
Cu/V multilayers were fabricated via the CARB method
[4]. Before CARB, commercial pure Cu (99.95 wt%)
and V (99.95 wt%) strips were cut into dimensions of
40 mm × 60 mm × 1 mm in width, length and thickness,
and then annealed at 600° for 1 h and 900° for 2 h,
respectively. After surface cleaning, these strips were
stacked into a sandwich structure of Cu-V-Cu for subsequent mechanical rolling at room temperature. After
each rolling, the obtained sample was cut into half along
the transverse direction (TD), rotated for 90°, surfacecleaned, annealed at 700°C for 180 min and then stacked
together for further rolling. No thermal treatment was
applied after the final rolling. Figure 2(a) schematically
shows our experimental setup. The cross-section specimens of Cu/V NMMs were prepared by the focused ion
beam (FIB) method. The dimensions of the tested thin
film samples are ∼ 2 μm wide, ∼ 5 μm high and ∼ 60 nm
thick. A notch with average width of 200 nm was preprepared at the bottom of the sample. All in situ mechanical testing was conducted inside a Cs-corrected TEM
(FEI Titan G2 60-300) operating at 300 kV. A PicoFemto
TEM-STM platform from Zeptools technology Co. was
used in the in situ nanomechanical testing. In a typical experiment, one end of the sample was fixed on the
static side of the holder (the right in Figure 2a), while
an L-shaped W probe was applied to hold the beam
on the sample end (the left in Figure 2a); a uniaxial

tension loading was applied to the sample through the
backward motion of the W probe driven by a pizeocontroller. In situ mechanical testing was performed at
room temperature, and the W probe moved at a constant
velocity of ∼ 10 nm/s, giving an estimated strain rate of
∼ 2×10−3 s−1 . Five individual samples were tested using
the above method, and twenty samples were fabricated
by FIB for structure characterizations. Noted that the
applied uniaxial loading would evolve with the deformation, which became a non-uniaxial one as the crack
opening increased.

3. Results
Figure 1(a) shows representative TEM images of Cu/V
NMMs fabricated by CARB. Both Cu and V layers are
severely thinned along the rolling direction (RD) during the CARB process, resulting in uniform layer thickness of ∼ 80 nm. Two distinct interface structures are
observed in the as-fabricated samples (Figure 1b), i.e. the
atomically sharp interfaces (Figure 1c) and the uncommon ITZs (Figure 1d). The ITZs have an average thickness of ∼ 5.2 nm and contribute to ∼ 30% of the total
interfaces in Cu/V NMMs. Atomistic characterizations
show ITZs possess a cubic structure with a lattice constant of ∼ 3.08 Å, different from that of either Cu or V
[8]. It shows that the Cu and V layers possess an orientation relationship of [011]Cu||[111]V at the sharp
interfaces (Figure 1c and e), while the ITZs show an orientation relationship of [130]Cu||[001]ITZ||[110]V with
well-defined crystalline lattices, dense dislocations and
stepwise boundaries (Figure 1d and f), different from
the amorphous ribbons observed in Cu/Ta multilayers
[15] and Cu–Nb–Ag composite wires [16]. The mismatch between {112}Cu and {110}V planes across the
sharp interfaces is calculated to be 30.8%, while the
mismatch is calculated to be 48.4% between {113}Cu
and {110}ITZ planes across the ITZs, and 3.6% between
{110}V and {110}ITZ planes across the ITZs. It can
be seen that the interfaces between V and ITZs show
better coherency than those between Cu and ITZs
(Figure 1d and f), suggesting ITZs are formed based
on the lattice of V, where Cu is dissolved in the lattice of V solvent. The significant differences between
lattice mismatch, as well as the slip continuity across
these interfaces, can strongly influence the mechanical
responses of sharp interfaces and ITZs upon mechanical
loading.
Sharp interfaces and ITZs possess distinct interface coherency and orientation relationship, which can
exert strong influence on the dislocation glide across
the interface and thereby control the deformation and
fracture of Cu/V NMMs. In situ TEM mechanical testing
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Figure 1. Interface structures in the as-fabricated Cu/V NMMs. (a–b) Typical TEM images of sharp interfaces and ITZs. (c–d) HRTEM
images of sharp interfaces and ITZs. (e–f) Orientation relationships near the sharp interfaces and ITZs.

further reveals the effects of interface structures on
the plastic deformation and fracture of the CARBed
Cu/V NMMs (see Figure 2a, b for the experimental
setup). Before testing, the as-fabricated Cu/V NMM
shows uniform layered structure without pre-existing
crack or necking (Figure 2c). Upon deformation, some
microcracks occurred firstly in front of the crack tip
initiated from the pre-existing notch (Figure 2d–e).
These microcracks gradually developed with the loading and caused the interface delamination, which finally
linked together and resulted in the fast propagation
of the crack (Figure 2e–f). It is noticed that deflections of crack occurred frequently at the interface during its propagation (Figure 2f), which might be correlated to the unparallel slip planes in Cu and V
layers.
Zoomed-in observations further reveal that the ITZs
significantly influence the fracture of Cu/V NMMs by
inducing interface delamination (Figure 3). Upon loading, the regions near ITZs deformed first due to the
pre-existing dislocations, which induced the initiation of
interfacial microcracks with increasing stress concentration at ITZs (Figure 3a, b). These microcracks mainly
propagated along the interfaces, inducing interface cleavage and thereby isolating a V layer in between. Subsequently, the isolated V layer fractured via the slip offset
induced shear localization (Figure 3c, d). Meanwhile,

a surface crack was emitted at the tip of the prefabricated notch (Figure 3c), which blunted quickly due to the
blockage of sharp interface (Figure 3d). With continuing loading, numerous microcracks initiated at other ITZ
regions in front of the as-formed cracks (see the yellow
arrows in Figure 3e). As microcracks developed, both Cu
and V layers between these microcracks deformed in the
same manner shown in Figure 3(c) (i.e. shear localization), which resulted in the rapid linkage of these microcracks and thereby a catastrophic fracture of the sample.
Post-fracture observation confirms that the crack pathway was developed preferentially along the microcracks,
see the interface delamination on the fracture surface
(Figure 3f).
To elucidate the behavior of sharp interfaces under
the same loading condition, here we present a set of in
situ fracture testing dominated by sharp interfaces (The
sample was obtained by chance in a sharp interface dominated region), as shown in Figure 3(g–j). Before testing,
the as-fabricated Cu/V NMM showed uniform layered
structure without pre-existing crack or shear induced
necking. Upon loading, a crack initiated from the prefabricated notch (Figure 3g) and propagated into the film
along the overall ND direction (Figure 3h), resulting in
the fracture (Figure 3i). The whole fracture process can
be divided into two stages: mode I (open) fracture and
mode II (shear) fracture. It is noticed that deflections of
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Figure 2. Fracture testing design and sequential TEM images of fracture behavior of Cu/V NMMs. (a) Schematic of in situ testing design.
(b) Typical morphology of FIB-fabricated sample. (c–f) Microcrack-mediated fracture process in Cu/V NMMs.

crack occurred frequently at sharp interfaces (Figure 3j),
which might be correlated to the unparallel slip planes
in Cu and V layers. These deflections were considered
effective in toughening layered structures [17]. As the
crack further propagated, the overall crack pathway was
tuned gradually toward the RD direction, resulting in
the change of fracture model from mode I fracture to
mode II fracture. The change of overall crack pathway
can be ascribed to the deviation of applied loading from
the initial condition as the crack propagating, which can
induce a localized shear at the crack tip. It needs to note
that no interface decohesion occurred at sharp interfaces,
in contrast to the ITZ-dominated deformation. These
comparisons suggest the significant influence of interface structure on the deformation and fracture of Cu/V
NMMs.

4. Discussions
Mechanical alloying induced intermixing between component metals may occur in NMMs fabricated by severe
plastic deformation, where dense dislocation activities in
the confined layers facilitate the mass transport toward
the bimetal interfaces [6,8]. The slip transmissibility

across an interface of NMMs are determined by the geometric factor:




π θ
π ω
ε = cos
cos
∗
∗
2 θc
2 ωc
where ω is the minimum angle between two Burgers vectors and θ is the minimum angle between the traces that
the slip planes make with the interface, and ωc ( ∼ 60°)
and θ c ( ∼ 15°) are the critical angles for ω and θ for
the direct transmission of incoming dislocation, respectively [18,19]. In our Cu/V samples, the slip continuity
is strongly influenced by interface structures (Figure 4a).
The continuity of slip systems at sharp interfaces is better than that of ITZs; hence, dislocation transmission is
more likely to occur at sharp interfaces, rather than ITZs.
During the severe plastic deformation of CARB, dislocations can transmit the [110] Cu || [111] V interfaces
easily, but are more likely to be blocked and annihilated
at the [130] Cu || [110] V interfaces given the poor slip
continuity [18,19]. With continuous dislocations annihilation, intermixing between Cu and V atoms may occur
at the interface via the mechanical-driven mass transport
[8,20]. It is known that the {001} facet of V is the preferential annihilation site for foreign impurity atoms (e.g.
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Figure 3. Sequential TEM images of ITZ-mediated fracture in Cu/V NMMs. (a) Sample morphology before loading. (b–f) Zoomed-in TEM
images of ITZs-mediated fracture process. (g–i) Fracture of Cu/V NMMs dominated by the sharp interfaces. (j) Zoomed-in TEM images of
the fracture surfaces.

C, O and N) [21]. At ITZs with the orientation relationship of [130] Cu || [110] V, {001} facets of V are readily
parallel to the interface, making it preferential sites for Cu
atoms to dissolve in (Figure 1d and f). With increasing Cu
atoms dissolving into the lattice of V, it will be distorted
by elongating along the < 001 > direction (Figure 4b),
resulting in a layer of V-Cu solid solution with [001]
orientation (i.e. ITZs).
Recent studies revealed that interfaces play a significant role in mediating the plastic deformation and
fracture of NMMs [14,22]. Typically, bi-metal interfaces of NMMs (e.g. Cu/Nb NMM) can effectively hamper the propagation of crack via multiple mechanisms
[23]. Moreover, the structure and coherency properties of bi-metal interfaces are known to determine the
shear strength of interfaces, which significantly affect
the mechanical responses of NMMs [22,24]. Nevertheless, previous studies mainly focused on the effects of
regular interfaces on deformation of NMMs, largely
neglecting the influences of widely-existed unconventional interfaces (e.g. amorphous interfaces and ITZs)
[8,15]. Our experiments demonstrate that the regular

sharp interfaces and uncommon ITZs play important yet
complete different roles on the deformation and fracture
of Cu/V NMMs. Sharp interfaces are effective in impeding the crack propagation. When the fracture process
is exclusively controlled by sharp interfaces, the crack
initiated at the artificial notch and propagated inwards
the sample layer-by-layer (Figure 4c). When propagating
across the interfaces, the crack was constantly deflected
due to the different slip systems in Cu and V layers, making the sharp interfaces strong barriers for dislocation
piling-up. This process can contribute to the interface
sliding and thereby crack blunting (Figure 3d). As the
stress concentration increases at crack tip, crack propagation occurs by dislocation slipping across the interface.
The change of dislocation slip directions in Cu and V
layers induces a zig-zag propagation of the crack, see
Figure 4(c).
In stark contrast, ITZs accelerate the fracture process
by inducing microcracks (Figures 2 and 3). The formation of microcracks at ITZs can be attributed to the following reasons: (1) slip discontinuity induced deformation incompatibility; (2) weak bonds between Cu layers
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Figure 4. Schematic of the eﬀects of slip discontinuity. (a) Slip continuity at sharp interfaces and ITZs. (b) Schematic of the formation of
ITZs. (c) Schematic of the fracture process dominated by diﬀerent interfaces.

and ITZs; (3) dislocation-interface interaction induced
vacancies. Generally, the soft layers (e.g. Cu) of bi-metal
NMMs can execute a constraining effect on the hard
layers (e.g. Nb, Ta and V) through transmission of dislocation across the interface and then compatible deformation, which could suppress the deformation incompatibility and fracture [13]. The level of the constraining effect/compatible deformation is controlled by the
slip continuity across the interface. For interfaces with
good slip continuity (i.e. sharp interfaces), dislocations
can easily transmit across and stimulate the deformation of adjacent hard layer [25]; whereas, interfaces with
poor slip continuity (i.e. ITZs) can strongly impede the
dislocation motion, resulting in the confined slip in separate layers and thereby deformation incompatibility at
interfaces. In Cu/V NMMs, given the lower lattice resistance, the soft Cu layers often yield first upon loading
and deform much easier than the V layers [26], while
the dislocation mobility in V is relatively low due to
the high lattice resistance [27], resulting in dislocation
piling-up in V layers (Figure 5a). Further straining causes
the slip transmission or emission of new dislocations
at sharp interfaces, inducing stacking fault/deformation
twinning in Cu layers (Figure 5a). For sharp interfaces,
comparatively better slip continuity makes it preferable
for twins to form by dislocation-twin transmission across
the interface [28]. Slip transmission or emission of partials left steps on the interface, and then these steps can
be quickly compensated by the slip of dislocation from
V layers to achieve a low-energy state, resulting in the
change of interface morphology (similar to the interface

reconstruction in Cu/Nb NMMs [29]). Whereas, ITZs
are comparatively opaque for dislocation transmitting
due to the poor continuity of adjacent slip systems. In the
regions with ITZs, the Cu layers yield first under mechanical loading and elongate gradually with the dislocation
activities, while the V layers are less deformed, causing
deformation incompatibility at the interfaces. This process is confirmed by the TEM observation at an ITZ away
from the fracture surface, where dislocations in Cu layers were blocked by the ITZs and less dislocations were
observed in adjacent V layers (Figure 5b). The deformation incompatibility between neighboring layers can generate a shear stress on the ITZs, facilitating the formation
of microcracks.
The difference in bonding strength between sharp
interfaces and ITZs is another factor influencing the
deformation. Post-fracture characterization indicates
that interface delamination of Cu/V NMMs mainly
occurred at ITZs, though crack propagation along sharp
interface happened occasionally in some localized region
near fracture surface. Figure 5(c) shows that the fracture at sharp interfaces often occurred in the Cu layer,
resulting in a residual layer of Cu on V surface. In
contrast, the fracture at ITZs usually happened along
the interface between Cu and ITZs (Figure 5d), due to
the microcrack-induced interface delamination. These
observations suggest the bonding strength of sharp interfaces and V/ITZ should be much stronger than that of
Cu/ITZ. The good bonding condition at V/ITZ may originate from that the ITZ is a V-based supersaturated solution. Another factor contributing to the formation of
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Figure 5. Eﬀects of sharp interfaces and ITZs on deformation. (a) Interface reconstruction at the sharp interface near the crack. (b) Dislocation piling up near the ITZs. (c) HRTEM images of fractured Cu and V layers bonded by sharp interfaces. (d) Fracture propagated along
the ITZ. (e) Schematic of the formation mechanism of microcracks.

microcrack is the dislocation reaction induced vacancies.
With the high density of preexisted dislocations in ITZs
and deformation-induced dense dislocation activates
near boundaries, dislocations may annihilate with each
other quickly, resulting in vacancies. These deformationinduced vacancies accumulated at the interfaces [6], contributing to the formation of microcracks (Figure 5e).
Above analysis suggests that the three mechanisms
may synergize microcracking, while deformation incompatibility and dislocation-interface interaction (dislocations accumulation at ITZ interfaces) may dominate
microcracking. In Cu/V NMMs, the soft Cu layers generally yield first upon loading, and dislocations in Cu layers
will deposit at interfaces. For sharp Cu/V interfaces, these
deposited dislocations can transmit into V layers, achieving co-deformation between Cu and V layers. However,
ITZs are comparatively opaque for dislocation transmitting due to the poor continuity of adjacent slip systems,
resulting in deformation incompatibility between ITZs
and neighboring layers. These accumulated dislocations
at Cu-ITZ interfaces may climb toward Cu-V interfaces
associated with vacancy aggregation at Cu-ITZ interfaces [30,31], weakening Cu-ITZ interfaces, promoting
interface decohesion, and resulting in microcracks.

5. Conclusion
This work systematically investigated the deformation and fracture behaviors of Cu/V NMMs fabricated by CARB. The as-fabricated NMMs contain two

typical interfaces, conventional sharp interfaces and
unconventional ITZs. The formation of ITZs can be
attributed to the extreme discontinuity of the slip systems in Cu and V layers alongside the interface and
severe stress statues. ITZs significantly affect the fracture
of Cu/V NMMs by causing microcracks. The microcracks are induced by deformation incompatibility, weak
bonding between Cu and ITZs, and dislocation-interface
interaction. These founding are of great significance in
understanding the mechanical properties of NMMs and
shed light on the study of the nonconventional interfaces
in all kinds of NMMs.
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